TARGeted Intraoperative radioTherapy (TARGIT):
An Innovative Approach to Partial-Breast Irradiation
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A revolution is challenging the dogma that local treatment for all patients with breast cancer treated with
breast conservation therapy must include postoperative radiotherapy delivered to the whole breast. Such
prolonged postoperative radiotherapy is a burden to patients and hospitals and forces many women to
chose mastectomy instead. Furthermore, for patients receiving chemotherapy, the start of conventional
radiotherapy may be delayed so long as to increase the risk of local relapse. These problems might be
eliminated if effective radiotherapy could be given as a single treatment intraoperatively, immediately after
the surgery. Local recurrence after breast-conserving surgery usually occurs in the portion of the breast
in the immediate proximity of the tumor, even when radiotherapy is omitted. Therefore, it should usually
be possible to restrict radiotherapy to only the area adjacent to the tumor in selected women. Based on
this premise, we have devised a new technique of partial breast irradiation, with the intention of
completing all local treatment in a single session. In this article, we elaborate on the rationale and on the
different methods of delivering intraoperative radiotherapy. If this approach is validated in ongoing
randomized trials, it could save time, money, and breasts.
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T

he current standard of care for patients with earlystage operable breast cancer is to perform breast-conserving surgery (BCS) followed by a course of postoperative
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radiotherapy directed at the whole breast, which requires 3 to
6 weeks of daily treatment, usually given 5 times weekly. This
approach, although “conservative” in name, is still “radical”
in its spirit; its intent is the same as that of the major extirpative surgery performed by William Halstead over 100 years
ago. The paradigm of treating the whole breast has thus far
remained unchallenged and today we are faced with the irony
of offering radical local therapy to patients with smaller and
smaller tumors.
Many patients and surgeons in many parts of the world still
prefer mastectomy to breast-conserving therapy. Local culture, distance from radiotherapy facilities, the surgeon’s
choice, and the patient’s preferences, not necessarily in that
order, all dictate which operation is chosen. The perceived
need for a prolonged course of postoperative radiotherapy is
a major barrier against wider acceptance of breast-conserving
therapy for several reasons. It adds yet another tiresome
course of therapy for patients who may already be facing a 6to 9-month course of chemotherapy. Many women feel
obliged to choose mastectomy because they live too far away
from a radiotherapy facility or have difficulty traveling to one.
Even many patients treated with BCS may not receive optimal
treatment because of living too far from a radiotherapy center. One study in the United States found that when the travel
distance was less than 10 miles, 82% of patients received
radiotherapy after BCS; when it was 50 to 75 miles, 69%
received it; and when it was more than 100 miles, only 42%
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received it.1 (The proportions of patients in these 3 groups
receiving BCS including radiotherapy were 39%, 22%, and
14%, respectively.) Furthermore, in countries with scarce
radiotherapy resources, patients treated with BCS may wait a
prolonged time before beginning radiotherapy. A recent
study of 7,800 patients suggests that delaying the initiation of
conventional radiotherapy for 20 to 26 weeks after surgery
was associated with decreased survival.2 The delay imposed
by giving chemotherapy before radiotherapy might also increase the risk of local recurrence. Finally, if giving a “boost”
dose
to the tumor bed is important, then inaccurate localization of
the tumor bed boosts resulting from non–image-guided
treatment planning that may still be a norm in many centers
means that a portion of the target volume is missed in as
much as 24% to 88% of cases.3,4 Such a “geographical miss”
may account for a large proportion of local recurrences.

New Thinking
We have described5 the interesting distribution of the location of recurrence in the breast with respect to site of the
primary tumor; over 91% are in the same quadrant.6-12 Bartelink and colleagues reported that only 56% of local recurrences occur in the original tumor bed.13 However, an additional 27% recurred diffusely throughout the breast,
including the tumor bed. Thus, although apparently 29% of
recurrences appeared outside the index quadrant, we would
argue that this is an artifact because of intensive mammographic follow-up that might have unearthed subclinical occult tumors in other quadrants of unproven clinical significance. For instance the findings of 3-dimensional wholeorgan analysis of mastectomy specimens, reveals that 63% of
breasts harbored occult cancer foci, of which 80% were situated remotely from the index quadrant.14 It therefore appears that these widespread and occult multifocal/multicentric cancers in other quadrants of the breast remain dormant
for a long time and have a low risk of giving rise to clinically
detectable tumors. This is corroborated by the fact that autopsy studies have shown a considerably higher frequency of
tumors in examined breasts (20% in young women, with a
median age of 39 years, and 33% in women between ages 50
and 55) than the frequency of clinical breast cancer in the
population.15
We have proposed that local recurrence is a result of the
dynamic interaction between the intramammary milieu, the
systemic hormonal milieu, background genetic instability in
the normal breast tissue surrounding the tumor, and specific
tumor factors.5,16 We have also suggested that perhaps the
effect of radiotherapy on the breast stroma is more important
than previously supposed.5 This is based on the finding that
local recurrence generally occurs in the index quadrant,
whether or not radiotherapy was given and irrespective of
margin status.6,11,17 Of the trials that have tested the effect of
radiotherapy after BCS, the NSABP-B06,18 Ontario,19 Swedish,20 and Scottish21 trials had less extensive surgery compared with the Milan III trial.12 The recurrence rate in the
control arm of the Milan III trial was lower (15%) than in the
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other trials (24%-39%), albeit at the cost of worse cosmetic
outcome. Nevertheless, patients treated with radiotherapy in
the Milan trial had an even smaller risk of local recurrence
(3%), with radiotherapy having roughly the same proportional effect in reducing local failure as it did in the other
trials. If local recurrence were caused by residual disease
only, then radiotherapy should have resulted in a much
larger proportional reduction in those patients with less extensive surgery; this observation suggests that radiotherapy
may have an effect on the soil, rather than the seed. If radiotherapy has such a dual effect (inhibiting the growth of genetically unstable cells around the primary tumor and making the whole-breast tissue less conducive to growth), then its
action would overlap with that of systemic therapies that
reduce estrogen concentration in the breast (such as aromatase inhibitors or ovarian suppression). Thus, radiotherapy to the tissues surrounding the primary tumor might be all
that is necessary in patients receiving systemic therapy. Such
an approach may solve many of the problems associated with
conventional postoperative radiotherapy discussed previously, and could increase the rates of BCS, allowing many
more women with breast cancer to conserve their breast.5

Tailored Treatment
Irradiation of the index quadrant alone (without wholebreast irradiation) has been tested before. The results of the
Christie Hospital trial (performed in Manchester, United
Kingdom) are in fact, encouraging.22 Seven hundred eight
patients were randomized to receive either standard widefield radiotherapy or limited-field radiotherapy (an 8 ⫻ 8 cm
electron field directed to the index quadrant). Overall, there
was a higher recurrence rate in the limited-field arm. However, a single-field size was used for all patients on this arm,
irrespective of the tumor size or other characteristics, and this
could have resulted in several instances of “geographical
miss.” When the results were analyzed according to the type
of the primary tumor, it was found that limited-field radiotherapy was inadequate only for patients with infiltrating
lobular cancers or cancers with an extensive intraductal component. For the 504 patients with infiltrating duct carcinoma, there was no significant difference in the rates of local
recurrence rates between the 2 arms.

Index Quadrant
Irradiation With Conventional
Brachytherapy Techniques
Interstitial brachytherapy using catheters and radioactive
sources has been used to treat the index quadrant in selected
patients with small infiltrating duct cancers with uninvolved
nodes. The results as described earlier in this issue have been
excellent; the local recurrence rates of these series are between 0% and 4% at 2 to 5 years of follow-up.5 Early results
of a randomized trial (30-month follow-up) have found this
approach to give local control equivalent to that achieved
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with whole-breast radiotherapy.23 However, such treatment
typically delivers 5 to 10 fractions over 4 to 5 days in the
postoperative period. This makes the technique, logistics,
and patient perspective regarding brachytherapy techniques
fundamentally and conceptually different from intraoperative radiotherapy, which is delivered in a single session at the
time of primary surgery.

Intraoperative Radiotherapy
Several attempts have been made to irradiate the breast in a
single session intraoperatively. Older intraoperative radiotherapy (IORT) devices were technically cumbersome or required custom-built specially shielded operating rooms.
Some institutions performed IORT by transporting the patient from the operating room to the radiotherapy unit during
surgery. These limitations have hampered the widespread
adoption of IORT.
The technology of miniaturization that has permeated
the modern world today has enabled the development of
mobile IORT devices. The first device to be used for IORT
was the Intrabeam, developed by the Photoelectron Corporation (Lexington, MA), which is currently manufactured by Carl Zeiss AG (Oberkochen, Germany) (Fig. 1).
Two mobile linear accelerators have also been developed:
the Mobetron System (Oncology Care Systems Group of
Siemens Medical Systems, Intraop Medical Inc, Santa
Clara, CA) and the Novac 7 System (Hitesys SPA, Aprilia,
Italy24,25). Some characteristics of these machines are described in Table 1. For the remainder of this article, we will
concentrate on the Intrabeam system.

Radiobiological Aspects
of the Intrabeam System
Large single radiotherapy doses, such as those given by the
Intrabeam device (eg, a dose of 20 Gy at the applicator surface and 5-6 Gy at 1 cm from the applicator in tissue), should
always be used with caution. This is especially important
when treating late-reacting tissues like breast, brain, or liver.
Cell survival curves of such tissues after single-dose irradiation typically show an increased cell kill at higher doses,
compared with acutely reacting tissues, which have a shallower cell survival curve. There is now abundant clinical
information about the effects and side effects of high single
doses. Radiosurgery doses of 20 to 25 Gy are sufficient to
sterilize macroscopic brain metastases with a very low risk of
causing brain necrosis or functional damage when the dose is
given to a small volume.26-28 Long-term follow-up of large
Swedish29 and Dutch30 rectal cancer trials in which 25 Gy
given in 5 fractions was prescribed to the pelvis has not
shown unacceptable toxicity. Thus, severe long-term side
effects would not be expected after administration of 5 Gy to
1 cm of breast tissue surrounding an excision cavity, although caution should be exercised when giving high single
doses to skin and ribs.31

Figure 1 (A) The Intrabeam electron generator, accelerator, and
x-ray source and (B) applicators. (Color version of figure is available
online).
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Table 1 Some Characteristics Of Different Intraoperative Radiotherapy Systems
Device

Radiation Type

Intrabeam

X-rays at 50 kVp

Mobetron

Electrons at 4-12 MeV

Novac-7

Electrons at 4-12 MeV

Dose
Typical physical dose of 5 Gy at 1 cm or 10 Gy
at 0.5 cm or 20 Gy next to the applicator
over 25-30 minutes. Setup time is about 1012 minutes.
20-Gy physical dose in 4-5 minutes. Setup
time is about 20-30 minutes.
20-Gy physical dose in 4-5 minutes. Setup
time is about 20-30 minutes.

A detailed analysis of the radiobiological aspects specific
to the Intrabeam system requires consideration of the increased relative biologic efficiency (RBE) of the low-energy
x-rays, a steep dose dependency of RBE, and the rate of
damage repair during radiotherapy delivery (30-50 minutes.) Brenner and coworkers32 have estimated an RBE of
about 1.5 for this type of low-energy x-rays. For a complete modeling of RBE, the introduction of the Lea-Catchside time factor is important.33 Using this equation, an
RBE of 1.0 at the applicator surface, of 1.5 at 10 mm, and
about 2.0 at 25 mm can be estimated, with the exact value
depending on the size of the applicator. The risk of side
effects can also be calculated, although there are insufficient data as to the impact of the volume of treatment to
include this as a factor. (However, because the treatment
volume is small for IORT, the risk of side effects will
probably be lower than that calculated from this model.)
Because the TD50/5 (Tolerence Dose– dose at which there is
a 50% chance of complications at 5 years) for pneumonitis
is about 9 to 10 Gy, the thickness of the chest wall should
ensure that there is virtually no risk of pneumonitis. The
same is true for the heart. Because the dose to the heart and
lungs during IORT is almost negligible, the mortality from
cardiac ischemia that has been observed in some trials
using conventional radiation therapy trials should not be
seen.34-37 The TD50/5 for subcutaneous fibrosis is in the
range of 13 Gy. The risk of fibrosis shows a steep decrease
with increasing distance from the applicator, reaching
nearly zero at about 5-mm tissue depth. The calculated
low risk of toxicity is in good agreement with the available
clinical data in 13 patients with a maximum follow-up of 4
years.38
Another radiobiologic question of importance is
whether the tolerable dose is sufficient to prevent local
recurrence. We have previously discussed the comparison
of how a single IORT treatment of 20 Gy compares with a
course of fractionated external-beam radiotherapy (EBRT)
of about 50 Gy.16 One advantage of IORT is that there is no
delay between tumor excision and treatment, so there is no
loss of efficacy because of tumor-cell proliferation before
starting EBRT or during the EBRT course. The RBE of low
energy x-rays for early-reacting tissues and tumor cells
(alpha-beta ratio of 3 Gy) is higher than for late-reacting
tissues (alpha-beta ratio of 10 Gy). As noted earlier, the
RBE increases with distance from the applicator.33 Thus,

Weight of
Treatment Device
1.8 kg

1275 kg
650 kg

one can make a model suggesting that the surviving fraction of tumor cells at the applicator surface will be 10⫺12
and that 99% of the tumor cells 10 mm from the applicator
surface should be sterilized. Thus, the tissues immediately
next to the applicator would receive a high physical dose
(with a low therapeutic ratio), and those further away from
the applicator would receive a lower physical dose but
with a high therapeutic ratio.39 This is an advantage of
Intrabeam over the systems using electrons to deliver a
uniform dose or radiation because its small high (physical)-dose region would be expected to increase tumor cell
killing while reducing normal tissue damage and longterm toxicity. In contrast, EBRT has a homogeneous dose
distribution, and therefore the spatial distribution of the
risk of recurrence depends only on the tumor cell density
(which is highest close to the excision cavity). One may
therefore expect that there is a “sphere of equivalence”
around the excision cavity in which the risk of recurrence
for IORT is equivalent to EBRT.40 The radius of this sphere
depends on the details of the model and on the applicator
size and is about 15 mm for the most often– used applicators.
Another potential advantage or IORT using Intrabeam is
that, because normal tissues can repair their damaged
DNA within a few minutes but cancer cells or precancerous cells with poor DNA-repair machinery may be unable
to repair as quickly, such treatment (which is given over
25-35 minutes) may have a higher therapeutic index than
giving similar doses over 2 to 3 minutes. Laboratory experiments to test this hypothesis are underway.
We have previously described the in vivo evidence regarding the effectiveness and toxicity of the Intrabeam
system.5 Intrabeam induces both necrotic and apoptotic
cell death, in addition to rapid cell death through nonapoptotic pathways.41 Animal experiments have shown
well-demarcated ablation in canine liver and kidney.42-44
We have shown its efficacy in ablating tumor tissue with a
single application of 6 to 12 minutes in a series of 3 breast
cancer patients with tumors from 1 to 2.5 cm in size who
were too frail to have surgery, as shown on biopsy and
serial contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging.45
They were treated with the Intrabeam machine without
using an applicator but only the sheathed radiograph
source (Fig. 1A). (The tumor was localized using a digital
stereotactic prone mammography table.)
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Figure 2 The Intrabeam system with
the X-ray source in the breast wound
(inset) and the electron generator and
accelerator held in place by the articulated arm. The inset shows how the
target breast tissue wraps around the
applicator, giving true conformal radiotherapy. (Color version of figure is
available online).

The Intrabeam Machine
and Surgical Technique
The Intrabeam machine contains a miniature electron gun
and electron accelerator contained in an radiograph tube,
which are powered by a 12-V power supply. “Soft” x-rays
(50 kVp) are emitted from the point source. Tissue is kept
at a distance from the source by spherical applicators to
give a more uniform dose. Depending on the size of the
surgical cavity, various sizes of applicator spheres are
available. The dose rate depends on the diameter of
the applicator and the energy of the beam, both of which
may be varied to optimize the radiation treatment. For
example, a dose of 5 Gy can be delivered in about 20
minutes at 1 cm from the margins of a 3.5-cm cavity.
The quick attenuation of the radiation minimizes the need
for radiation protection to the operating personnel.
Usually the operating team leaves the room, but the anesthetist (and anyone else interested in observing the procedure) sits behind a mobile lead shield that prevents exposure.
The technique has been previously described in detail,46
and an operative video is available from the authors via the
Internet. In the operating room, (Figure 2) wide local excision of the primary tumor is performed in the usual
manner, with a margin of normal breast tissue. After the
lumpectomy, it is important to achieve complete hemostasis, because even a small amount of bleeding in the 20 to
25 minutes during which radiotherapy is being delivered
can distort the cavity enough to considerably change the
dosimetry. Different size applicators are tried until one is

found that fits snugly within the cavity. A purse-string
suture needs to be skillfully placed; it must pass through
the breast parenchyma and appose it to the applicator
surface, but at the same time it must not bring the dermis
too close to the applicator surface. Sometimes 2 pursestring sutures are required, one deeper and another more
superficial. It is important to protect the skin, which
should not be brought within 1 cm of the applicator surface. For the edges of the wound, 3 to 0 Prolene stitches
that slightly retract the skin away from the applicator are
useful. For skin further away from the edge that cannot
be effectively retracted for the fear of reducing the dose
to target tissues, a customized piece of surgical
gauze soaked in saline, 0.5- to 0.9-cm thick, can be inserted deep to the skin; this allows the dermis to be lifted
off the applicator, whereas the breast tissue just deep to it
still receives radiotherapy. If necessary, the chest wall and
skin can be protected by radio-opaque tungsten-filled
polyurethane material. These thin rubber-like sheets are
supplied as caps that fit on the applicator or that can be cut
to size from a larger flat sheet on the operating table so as
to fit the area of pectoralis muscle that is exposed and does
not need to be irradiated. These provide effective protection (95% shielding) to intrathoracic structures. Because
many patients undergo sentinel biopsy with immediate
cytological or histological evaluation performed (so that
complete axillary clearance can be performed at the same
sitting), IORT can often be delivered while the surgical
team waits for this result without wasting operating room
time.

Targeted intraoperative radiotherapy

Clinical Results and
Ongoing Randomized Trials
Based on the hypothesis that irradiation of the index quadrant is sufficient, in July 1998, we introduced the technique
of targeted intraoperative radiotherapy (Targit) using the Intrabeam device.47-49 In the pilot studies in the United Kingdom, the United States, Australia, Germany, and Italy testing
the feasibility and safety of the technique, 227 patients underwent Targit as a “boost” dose and also received wholebreast EBRT; for 22 patients, Targit was the sole modality of
radiotherapy. The median follow-up is 22 months (maximum, 72 months). Apart from 2 patients treated early in
these studies, wound healing has been excellent. There were
2 local relapses: one was a second primary in a separate
quadrant at 42 months, and the other patient developed diffuse involvement of the entire breast 2 months after surgery.
The cosmetic outcome was assessed formally by a surgeon
and a nurse not involved in the trial in available patients
treated in the United Kingdom at a median follow-up of 42
months.38 On a scale of 1 to 5 (with 5 being best), mean
scores for appearance, texture, and comfort of the breast
given by these observers were 3.5, 2.7, and 3.7. The corresponding scores given by the patient herself were 4, 3.1,
and 3.5.
The multicenter randomized trial “TARGIT” using the
Intrabeam system is now recruiting patients in the United
Kingdom, Germany, Italy, the United States, and Australia.5,49,50 Patients are enrolled before tumor excision to
receive either IORT or conventional whole-breast radiotherapy. However, each center may decide that patients
randomized to IORT who are found to have certain pathologic findings (eg, lobular carcinoma or an extensive intraductal component) may subsequently receive wholebreast irradiation in addition.
It is well recognized (as in every adjuvant situation) that
postoperative whole-breast radiotherapy is an overtreatment
60% to 70% of the time because only 30% to 40% of patients
will ever develop local recurrence after surgery alone. Our
approach using IORT intends to refine the treatment of breast
cancer patients by introducing a risk-adapted strategy. For
example, perhaps the elderly patient with a T1, grade 1 tumor should be treated with Targit only, whereas a young
patient with a T2, grade 3 tumor would benefit from having
a more accurate boost using Targit in addition to wholebreast radiotherapy. The TARGIT trial is testing exactly such
a strategy. Hence, the TARGIT trial should not be mistaken
for a trial solely designed to compare intraoperative with
postoperative radiotherapy, when actually it is testing 2 different treatment approaches: the conventional “one size fits
all” approach versus the new approach of tailored treatment.
Endpoints include local recurrence, cosmetic outcome, patient satisfaction, and cost analysis. The first patient was randomized in March 2000, with an accrual goal of 2,232; it is
expected that the first results of this trial will be available in
2007.
The Milan trial using the Novac 7 has also been recruiting
since November 2000 at a fast rate. Their preliminary results
are encouraging.51,52
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It Is Cheaper as Well!
Delivering IORT with the Intrabeam prolongs the primary
operation by 5 to 45 minutes (the shorter extra time when it
is performed in conjunction with immediate analysis of the
sentinel lymph node). In addition, approximately 1 hour of a
radiotherapy physicist’s time is needed to prepare the device.
EBRT requires about 9 man hours of planning, 6 hours of
radiotherapy-room time, and 30 to 60 hours of patient time.
If the cost of conventional radiotherapy were £2400, using
the most conservative estimates, then considering only the
66% saving of man hours, this novel technique would save
£1800 per patient. If we assume that 25% of the 40,000
breast cancer patients diagnosed every year in the United
Kingdom might be treated by BCS and IORT instead of conventional EBRT, the yearly savings for the National Health
Service would be 18,000,000 pounds. This does not include
the substantial saving of expensive time on the linear accelerators, enabling a reduction in waiting lists and, most importantly, the saving of time, effort, and inconvenience for
patients. Thus, unlike most other “new” treatments, this one
could be significantly less expensive than the current standard!

The Future Is in Sight
Using the Intrabeam device to deliver single-treatment IORT
has many advantages compared with other forms of radiation
therapy. With this elegant approach, the target, the pliable
breast tissue around the cavity of surgical excision, is “conformed” to the radiation source. It avoids the need for using
tedious techniques of interstitial radioisotope implantation
or expensive technology for complex computed tomography– guided planning of conformal EBRT using linear accelerators. It eliminates the possibility of irradiating the wrong
site and delivers radiotherapy at the earliest possible time
after surgery. The quick attenuation of the radiation dose
protects normal tissues and allows the treatment to be performed in unmodified operating rooms. Thus, in theory, the
biological effect and cosmetic outcome of breast-conserving
therapy could be improved.
As we have previously warned, we must not be attracted
to mere novelty and the convenience of the this new technology.5,16 Randomized clinical trials are essential to test
this revolutionary approach. We believe that the future for
local treatment of breast cancer is bright. The patient, the
surgeon, and the radiation oncologist will be able to
choose from several well-tested approaches. This may
mean not just wider availability of breast-conserving therapy but also that small incremental benefits from targeted
and tailored treatment could reduce morbidity and even
mortality.
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